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Director’s Message
Human beings are considered to be on top of the food chain. This position,
apart from giving authority to them on the planet, also makes them
responsible for the well-being of the planet and its bio-diversity, flora and
fauna.
However, it has been seen that, human beings are exploiting the in
advantageous position in the food chain but they abdicate their
responsibility of keeping well-being of plants and animals as their priority
to the extent of being in different to it, their environment and surroundings.
Human beings seem to have no qualms about encroaching upon the natural
habitat of animals and building their own community jungle. This
indifference and greed has made us selfish and cruel. It was this cruelty that
led one human being kill an innocent pregnant elephant in Kerala a 100
percent of literacy state, by feeding a pineapple laced with explosions.
What kind of literacy is this? This Competition was organised to raise
awareness of people and to make them think whether they have a role in
protecting their own flora and fauna.

Dr. Vandana Lunyal
Director

About Institute
The Regional Institute of English (RIE) was established in 1963 under a
scheme of the Government of India to address the educational needs of
Chandigarh, Jammu & Kashmir, Haryana, Himachal Pradesh and Punjab. The
functioning of the Institute is within the purview of the Chandigarh
Administration. The Institute has been working and collaborating with the
English and Foreign Languages University (EFL-U), Hyderabad and with
state governments in the northern region, CBSE, Panjab University, NCERT,
USIEF, British Council and RELO, American Centre, New Delhi in various
research projects and teacher training programmes. In 2016, Institute was
accredited with NAAC both for MA English and Teacher Education
programmes. Presently the Institute is also covered under RUSA and has
conducted many RUSA sponsored courses and workshops.
The Regional Institute of English has a reputation for excellence in Teacher
Training and High Quality Material Production for English Language
Teaching. Our courses are constantly updated to meet the changing needs of
Teacher Training, and to provide teachers with specialized content relevant
to professional and personal success in a rapidly changing world.

STOP ANIMAL CRUELTY

Being Creative
Compassion for animals is directly proportionate to goodness of
character. It may be confidently asserted that humanity does not
allow cruelty to animals. An innocent elephant looking for food
was killed in Kerala, underscoring the threat human beings are
to these innocent creatures.
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Save Animals, Save Humanity
The monkeys swing,
The birds chirp and sing.
The lion is the jungle’s king,
Free him from the circus ring.
Let the tigers be free to roar,
Enjoy sight of the wild boar.
Save the bears,
Save the deers.
They are all living beings,
Filled with emotions and feelings.
Spread message to all your peers,
Awaken your soul my dears.
Need to show your compassion,
Being God’s Special creation.
Find the lost and gone humanity,
For the ones who serve with loyalty.
Caring for animals is our responsibility,
as their unconditional love is reality.
Let the tusks remain with the elephant,
Do what is truly meant.
We have home,
let them freely roam.
Treat animals with care,
Else earth will be bare.

AAINA MATHUR
CLASS 12
GMSSS, SECTOR 10, CHANDIGARH
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I WONDER
Running past each tree,
Like a bird I was free.
In a paradise I was born,
A kingdom of my own .
In the beginning,
Everything was breathtaking.
Then came a breeze,
Colder enough to make my spine freeze.
Seeking for his feast,
Arrived a beast .
Searching for a hoax glory ,
He crossed the boundary.
"Stunning" he admired,
Suddenly he fired.
I couldn't breathe it was hard,
He was a coward.
I ran for hours,
But his gun had more power.
My end was a fate,
His act was unfortunate.
Now I wonder why,
Tears dropping as I sigh.
I begged "save me please",
For the last time I breathe.
Pain was hard to bear,
His evil laugh I could hear.
For my exorbitant flesh,
He shove me to death.
Now I surrender,
Who would be next I wonder…...

NILOVNA
Class 12
GMSSS Modern Housing Complex
Manimajra Chandigarh
2

HUMAN BEINGS Vs BEING HUMAN
There is a big difference
Between human beings and BEING HUMAN
Recent incident in Kerala
Shattered all of us in grief
How could one be so insensitive towards animals?
And such a harmless ONE!
The Bait bomb, proved a cruel joke
To the pregnant cow elephant
She succumbed to the injuries
But didn’t hurt anyone!
Probably this is the difference
Why we as ‘human beings’ are not comparable with animals.
They are clam, self-contained and never grueling
Whereas, we as human beings pretend to be everything
But we actually are humans devoid of HUMANITY these days.
All the education must make us sensitive
Towards our surroundings
But what if we are educated sans emotions!
We are after all Human beings, more sophisticated and more successful?
Than any other creature!
She died patiently leaving a question
Why? Why this to me??
If me, ok! Why the unborn one?
Do you really deserve to be called Humans????

Vinod Kumar, TGT English
GHS-Indira Colony,Manimajra,Chandigarh.
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Zindagi

HARSH GOYAL
MOHALI, PUNJAB
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The Justice of the Supreme
God made animals,
and the human you.
They are filled with same blood
that runs inside you.
They too have families
So as you do.
They too feel the pain
as much as you do.
Imagine what will happen
if your Intellect goes to them.
And they start treating you the way
you treat the Hen.
Imagine yourself in a cage
having a cruel master like you.
Envision they are teasing you
putting in a zoo.
Tell me how you will feel
if your skin do they peel?
Envision if they chain you
and beat you as you do.
Imagine being burnt alive
and animals enjoying that too.
Could you hear your own screams,
while being cooked alive?
How could you even think of,
Firing crackers to the life wild?
Mercy dear human mercy
Stop hurting the innocent lives.
As you sow, so shall you reap,
Wake up before you turn a heap.
COVID-19 might be seen as
The justice of The Supreme.
God is hinting He hates you,
so He cursed human disease.
Remember He is all powerful,
He creates and He can destroy
So better live happily
And let animals too enjoy.
----------NAVNEET KAUR
JBT TEACHER
GOVT MODEL SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL,
MODERN HOUSING COMPLEX, MANIMAJRA, CHANDIGARH
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Stop Animal Cruelty
With empty hearts and soulless greed, they steal the lives of those in need The little ones
do no wrong, this has been happening from so long we always say that we want to make
the world a better place,
But give a sight to what animals face we always pretend that we care, but millions of
animals are killed is this fair?
The more animals you abuse, more of them you will lose there may be some preventive
laws, but it lacks will power and has many flaws fight for animal rights,
If you want to save wildlife.

It gotta sleep, It gotta end----What you do to Man’s Best friend

ISHMEET KAUR
CLASS XI-A
GMSSS, MHC , MANIMAJRA SEC 10 CHANDIGARH
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Cry of an Animal
This poem written by Mehak Sharma of class 12th is a tribute to the elephant and her
young one. I hope that man will understand the beauty of nature & importance of
animals.
Animals are well-wisher,
Animals are innocent.
These animals are ‘more wise’ than ‘humans’
Oh! Human we helped you,
We helped you to ferry your food,
And now time, come when you are
Killing us with hunger our food.
Oh! Human, it is the cry of an animal
You made sanctuaries and nationals,
But had not arrested our criminals,
Who had killed the little ‘ele’& the mother ‘Vinayki’,
Who has arisen the question:
‘IS HUMAN A DANGEROUS ANIMAL’?
A crime against humanity,
Against earth & its ecosystem,
Against the ecological balance of
This world.
No benefits of making sanctuaries & nationals
Unless you change your behaviour
Towards animals & II’d become a saviour,
Don’t be in pride,
Don’t be self-obsessed
If we can’t speak, God knows our feelings’
Of human’s exploitation.
If you slightly move your hand
Over our head
Then we become your friend,
But when you harm us,
Destroyed our home (forests),
Then we become angry.
Don’t treat wild’s your
Enemy they are the friend, without any request.
Animals are innocent,
Animals are well-wisher,
These are ‘more wise’ then ‘humans
MEHAK SHARMA
BALTANA, DISTRICT MOHALI, PUNJAB
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STOP ANIMAL CRUELTY
Animal Cruelty is the biggest sin
This mentality should be thrown in bin
Animal cruelty is Ban
But still committed by Man
Incompssionate people treat animals with disdain
But their mischief animals go through pain
Man bothers animals by burning crackers
This mischief should be recorded by trackers
We should always remember
Animal Ecosystem’s important member
If with love, we will interact
They will always be there to protect
“SAVE & LOVE ANIMALS”

GAYATRI LAMBA
SOPHIA COVENT SCHOOL KALKA
HARYANA
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कविता
कसूर बस इतना की बेजुबान बेसहारा हूूँ,
कसूर बस इतना की बेजुबान बेसहारा हूूँ,
ककसी की जजव्हा का स्िाद,
ककसी की पार्टी की शानो-शौकत का ससतारा हूूँ,
कसूर बस इतना की बेजुबान बेसहारा हूूँाा
कभी कुत्ता कह कर दत्ु कार ददए जाते हैं,
कभी खेल- खेल में बबल्ली बना के मार ददए जाते हैं ,
और क्या गुनाह था मेरा, खाना

ही तो माूँगा था,

थी एक माूँ मैं भी, मेरे गभभ में भी एक दल
ु ारा था ाा
अरे तुमको भी तो एक माूँ ने जना होगा,
पालन पोषण के सलए मेहनत से पेर्ट तुम्हारा भरा होगा,
पर विश्िास ककया तुम पर की मेरे बच्चे की भूख समर्टाएगा,
करती हूूँ श्रावपत तम
ु को, एक ददन ऐसा आएगा ,
न समले लाशों को कफ़न 'यमराज खड़ा-खड़ा मस्
ु कुराएगा ाा
और न बचेगा मनष्ु य

पथ
ृ िी पर , तब लाशों को गगद्ध खायेगा,

एक माूँ की ममता को न जाना ,भू- लोक गकभ हो जायेगा ,
खड़ा है उस मोड़ पर मनष्ु य , यह दोहराएगा ाा
कसूर बस इतना की बेजुबान बेसहारा हूूँ,
कसूर बस इतना की बेजुबान बेसहारा हूूँ ,
ककसी की जजव्हा का स्िाद,
ककसी की पार्टी की शानो-शौकत का ससतारा हूूँ ाा
ROSELEEN
TGT- HOME SCIENCE
GMHS SEC 38 (W) CHANDIGARH
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RITU SAROCH
KASAULI
10

Stop Animal Cruelty

PARVEEN KUMARI
TGT
GGMSSS SEC 20 B, CHANDIGARH
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STOP ANIMAL CRUELTY
“WE MUT SPEAK FOR THOSE, WHO CAN’T SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES”
Animals are lovable creatures. They cannot speak but can understand many things
everyone has the right to live on this earth but, humans very often become a demon to
their pain, only because the animals can’t speak. Animal cruelty is when someone hurts
an animal or does not care for animal responsibility. The price of human greed is paid
by poor, innocent animals many news cone across and shutter us when we get to know
that these speechless creatures are being butchered by local men and poachers. Each
year more than 100 million animals are killed for Human greed. Animals are equally
precious and should get equal share in god’s earth. The government of respective
countries must make strict rules and laws to protect animals. Animals which are killed
for their fur, skin or tusk should be preserved. In recent news we also get to know that in
KERALA the death of Pregnant Elephant has triggered nationwide cut rage. The
government must take steps against the animal cruelty and take charge it is our personal
responsibility also to take care of vagabond animals in our societies and localities. If we
all stand together then only this can be stopped
ANIMALS ARE ALSO THE PART OF BEAUTIFUL CREATION OF GOD, LET’S
LEARN TO APPRECIATE THEM.

ISHMEET KAUR
CLASS XI-A
GMSSS, MHC , MANIMAJRA SEC10 CHANDIGARH
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STOP ANIMAL CRUELTY

NITIKA PRABHAKAR
CLASS 12
GIAN JYOTI GLOBAL SCHOOL
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Animal Cruelty
“Animals form a major part of our ecosystem. It is said that animals can’t speak but they
can feel the sense of touch and want love & care from humans”.
In today’s world, the relationship between animals & human is declining. Nowadays, Man
treat animals like rootless weeds which are of no importance.
The innocent animals communicate with us when we give them love by which they would
feel as a part of our life.
God has given life to each & every organism and every organism has right to live from
microbes to plants, to animals & to humans and anyone cannot restrict their living. But
we think that creatures who harm us have no right to live. Wild animals like elephants,
tigers, lion etc are same as other animals but they react in an aggressive manner. In this
also, there is fault of ourselves only: we had destroyed and are destroying their homes, the
‘forest’.
In past time, not only in past but in present, animals are helping us in many ways.
For transportation purposes, donkeys, tangos, yaks in hilly areas, elephant in past have
been sacrificing their live in wars, now we have stopped their right to live.
We have made national parks & wildlife sanctuaries for protection of animals but these
are of no use unless we change our behaviour towards animals. ‘Recently, a cruel act
happened in God’s own state, Kerala where a female elephant who was going to give birth
to a young one was killed by some cruel humans. Her name was Vinayki, she was
searching for food to curb her & young one’s hunger. The people instead of giving her
food, they had gave her a pineapple filled with crackers. Vinayki suffered from this vain
for a long time & at the end she ends her life drowning in a pond.
This is a crime against humanity. This act has forced each & every man to think upon that
‘Human is an animal-dangerous of all?’
If these type of acts would continue in future then literally, a day will come that there will
be no zoos, no pets & no animal on this earth,
So, to curb this major issue we need to take preventive measures.
First of all, we need to ensure a good & friendly environment to the animals, and change
our thinking. Animal awareness programmes need to be started. Sanctuaries & national
parks to take well care of all animals.
Wildlife protection plans should be introduced and government must ban animal hunting
& should give punishment to the animal killer.
At the end, I would like to say
‘We need a new system for age of ecology- a system which is embedded in care of all
people & also in care of Earth & all life upon it’.
MEHAK SHARMA
BALTANA, DISTRICT MOHALI, PUNJAB
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Stop Animal Cruelty
Imagine you were the one being tested on, imagine your skin being torn off alive, imagine
your arms and legs being ripped off while still alive, imagine being burnt alive, even
imagine losing your life, just so you can satisfy other species. Doesn’t sound fun does it?
Animal Cruelty – “is the act of violence against animals, testing them just so humans can
undergo their normal lives”. Such cruelty, letting them suffer in pain sends a shiver
through the spine. Animal Cruelty is a disregard social problem that affects the world
appallingly.
Animals are being slaughtered in the most painful ways so that people can enjoy a nice
delicious meal. Circuses Are Not Fun for Animals – as physical confinement is very
harmful physiologically and psychologically for them. Over 50 million rabbits, I repeat
over 50 million rabbits each year are dying just for their fur. Recently, A pregnant wild
elephant fell victim to an act of human cruelty after a pineapple filled with powerful
crackers exploded in her mouth offered by some shameless monsters. This is cruel beyond
measure.
Gandhiji once said,” The greatness of a nation and its moral progress can be judged by the
way its animals are treated”. We need decent execution of the law.

SAKSHI SHARMA
BCOM III
PGGCG SEC 11 CHANDIGARH
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ANIMAL CRUELTY
The infliction by omission or by commission by humans suffering or harm upon any nonhuman, is known as cruelty to animals, also called animal abuse. Cruelty to animals differs
in many ways but they have impacted the life of animals to severe condition. For instance,
human hunt or poach wild animals for their skin and teeth intentionally to leading a change
in their lifestyle by disturbing the environment. Despite wild animal, domestic, animals
also suffer from cruelty either their owner does not take good care of them, deprive them
from good nutrition, love, beat them or just leave them wander on the streets homeless. If
they are domesticated., then the sole purpose is to earn money from their product egg and
meat of chicken. These left domestics animals from dogs to cows keep wandering in street
for food have to find some in garbage as humans does not give them food or place to live
but instead beat them if abandoned animals cane to them for food. Thus, these animals
die due to starvation or by disease (as food found in garbage area is more prone to disease,
also plastic found here choked their respiratory tracks) or road accidents. Therefore,
several NGO and Govt schemes acts are made to help the street animals and wild animals
from abuse by giving heavy punishment fines to guilty. Take care centres have been open
across the country to help the needy animals. Cow, horns are striped with neon belts so
that accidents can be avoided steps are taken to provide proper vaccination. Shelter but
despite of these steps, some mischievous humans harm animals just for fun, one is not able
to understand their mentality as is seen recently a pregnant elephant was fed with cracker
filled in pineapple leading to her death. These kind of incidence leave everyone shocks
and make us think are we on the right track to save animals or we have to do something?
To cope up with this situation, we have to organize workshops, awareness camp to aware
public at large, competitions related to animals and their impact on human life. All this
have to be started at primary level of school, so that children also have feeling towards
animals and develop love and care of all kind of birds and animals. Thus, making a world
a better place to live for all types of living organism and not just for human beings.
KARANBIR KAUR VIRK
CHANDIGARH
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Stop Animal Cruelty
A lot is being said about Animal Cruelty but not enough is being done. The mathematical
models should unimaginable scenario of the future. It is high time that we take strict
measures to stop this. Laboratories testing should be using alternative techniques as the
technology has advanced to use computer modelling and cell cultures. The laws should
be made more strict in terms of punishments, the law which has been amended should be
brought into practice. The products which are made from animal testing should be banned.
Farmers should change the methods to save their crops eg to discontinue electric fencing
and use natural animal deterrents. The owners of the animals should be made accountable
for the overall well-being of the animals. General public should be made aware of the
gravity of the issue and the steps to be taken. They should be made aware of the laws, and
encouraged to change the lifestyle which is animal friendly eg to discontinue products
tested on animals, or change entertainment methods away from animal rides. The various
organisations should receive support from the government so they can be more effective.
We should not rest until we treat them as equal species.
RICHA AHUJA
SR. MANAGER
RBS BANK, GURUGRAM, HARYANA
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Stop Animal Cruelty
Just let me go!
(A day in the life of a caged bird)
6:30 a.m.
I can hear and see the people of the house. But something has changed with them. All of
them are staying at home like me. It’s been a long time; they have gone outside. But that’s
strange! Has someone caged them in their own habitats. But I am sure they are not at all
enjoying this sudden vacation.
Yes, I can see!
There is fear
There is isolation
There is sickness
But,
They say they can hear the birds again after so many years of noise. They say, the sky is no
longer thick with fumes, it is blue and clear.
Really!
But I am still caged. There is no difference for me. I am hoping when all this is over they
are changed.
8:00 a.m.
Suddenly they started jumping out of joy. They are very happy. They are planning and
getting ready. I think their master has set them free. One how kind and nice person he would
be! Now, they must be knowing the value of freedom. They must be feeling guilty of
clipping my wings and tying my feet. May be today I will be freed from the state of
captivity.
9:30 am
The members of the house who live in are leaving. I try to fly along with them but in vain. I
cannot
10:00 a.m.
Here I am still caged and alone. I sit in the circle which was made around me. I exactly
don’t know what to do with myself. I do not want to sing because that will not be a song it
will be a still loud noise. I just realise the door is close. I just had to be in the cage and
watch the butterflies.

3:15p.m.
The family members are home. They are looking really happy. They are relaxing and
talking. I am just trying to grab their attention by fluttering my wings. But nobody noticed
me.
4:00 p.m.
One of the people from the house comes to me. I jump out of excitement. I too will taste the
freedom today after so many years of being caged.
But what’s this? He just simply placed the food and water and went away without opening
my doors.
6:15 p.m.
Another lonely night accompanied with my cage. But now, God I’m tired and I am so afraid
that I’ll never grow old. I’m not really bad. God, please help me if you can and all I want to
say that I am a free spirit either admire me from the ground or fly with me. But don’t ever try
to cage me. If they could see me fly just
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once, they would never made me caged again I am fed up of my clipped wings, my broken
voice and my shattered hope.
So, Just Let Me Go!
Animal cruelty is real and pervasive. They are sentient creatures who deserve our respect
and protection some people belief that we have the right to use animals, birds in any way we
wish. Circus, zoo, theme parks and other venues after exploit animals in the name of
entertainment. Did you know that 96% of circus animal life spent in a cage. Its horrific but
it happens! Animals need our help. They cannot end this cruelty on their own. So we have
to stop it.

GURPREET KAUR
TGT
GMSSS SEC 8 B, CHANDIGARH
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In Tales Only
An ear to ear smile always plays on the face of the moon who is residing in peace in the
clean and clear sky; whenever he gets himself immersed in like a little mynah chirrup in
the nest in a Banyan tree listening to the tales of humans who were contemporaries to his
ancestors.Sleep waits for Chirrup to finish the ritual of listening to human stories before
entering into his eyes from his dearest mother mynah.With the little one in her embrace,
the mother begins the tale of the humans.Today, she started like:there was a family The
kapoors who would love to live in the bliss of Mother Nature.They were always in a
tendency of looking after tha plants and trees they had and had not with the birds like us
nesting in them.Once, your great-great grandfather received great care from the youngest
kapoor Ryan when ne got himself hurt while sitting on the mobile tower.Ryan along with
the rest of the family befriended with your great-great grandpa in such a way that your
grandpa never got a heart to leave the nest made by the kapoors in this Banyan tree in
which we breathe today with their love brimmed heart.Wow!I could feel that pleasant
experience which grandpa went by, maa, said Chirrup.This is for the first time Chirrup
with relish said,”I wish to see humans but like The kapoors, maa.”

EISHA
JBT GUEST FACULTY
GMHS SEC 38 WEST CHANDIGARH
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LOVE OR HATE RELATIONSHIP
OF
HUMAN AND ANIMALS
Mohan and Karan were goods friends both studying in 12th class both love animals very much.
They give food and shelter to animals. One day they visited forest which is near to their town.
They saw a baby elephant in a very bad condition Mohan thought if he cut its teeth and sell
than they can buy some goods from that But Karan stopped Mohan to do the same and called
the people for help who lived near the village people follow Karan and they help litter baby
elephant to take it to hospital villagers appreciate Karan for his good deed Mohan felt a shamed
of his mistake now whenever they visited to the forest little baby elephant very happy to see
them when Mohan see the elephant Mohan feel guilty that he thought bad for elephant but
elephant love him and Karan very much. All human, plants and animals are interlinked and
interdependencies on each other. We cannot kill animal only for the sake of money. We have
to stop this cruelty against animals as animals always love and does not harm anyone just for
the pleasure or greed like we human do we have to understand them and be kind and pure
hearted like them.

KARANBIR KAUR VIRK
CHANDIGARH
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AAINA MATHUR
CLASS 12
GMSSS SEC 10 CHANDIGARH
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DEEPANSHU BATHEJA
THAPAR POLYTECHNIC COLLEGE
PATIALA
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DEEPANSHU BATHEJA
THAPAR POLYTECHNIC COLLEGE
PATIALA
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DIGITAL STORY
STOP CRUELTY AGAINST ANIMALS

merge_video_1592124415576 (1) - Isha Anand.mp4

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1D2mVCaq8pSzbQCVOwKMZcdie0Z9sU6fJ/view
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6sZnLUtmMBM

ISHA ANAND
TGT (ENGLISH)
GMHS SECTOR 41- D (BADHERI)
CHANDIGARH
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SELF MADE VIDEOS ALONG WITH TRANSCRIPT
VID_20200618_223544 - bharatindu batheja.mp4

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1H1jUdIZdfYWfmRK3xRTn39T_aL1XZGJG/view
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=52qxgPRKYbw

BHARAT INDU BATHEJA
OWN BUSINESS
INDU MEDICOS OPP, JIWAN, NURSING HOME,
MAIN BAZAR, NABHA , PATIALA PUNJAB
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SELF-MADE VIDEOS ALONG WITH TRANSCRIPT
Stop animal cruelty - Reha Batheja.mp4

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1e2jrV2XO4GSl5Oqg6btKpqmwxJggf377/view
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HCcvTByIdiU

STOP ANIMAL CRUELTY (video with transcript)
"We must speak for those who cannot speak for themselves”
We all are aware of animal cruelty and many actions are taken on various levels. The
purpose of
My speech today is to say how we can contribute on day to day basis.
If you see any case of cruelty, interfere to stop the person, seek help of others and
call up the
police. Be aware whom you can reach out. Many organisations are helping people in
reporting to
the police. Save numbers in advance.
Be aware of the laws. Shelter a needy animal. An animal that has been hurt needs
immediate
Support. If you have a pet, fulfil its all needs. Teach your children how to treat animals with
love.
Help them to grow up to become the next generation of advocates for animals. Educate
people
Around you. Help people to understand that we have a responsibility to step in if we
see a cruelty.
Be an example of kindness. As it is often said “The greatness of a nation and its moral
progress can be seen by the way its animals are treated. ”So we can make a real
difference by
taking an animal out of a harmful situation.

NAMAN BATHEJA
CLASS-7TH
THE INDO BRITISH SCHOOL NABHA.
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SELF-MADE VIDEOS ALONG WITH TRANSCRIPT

VID-20200618-WA0023 - Parveen Kumari.mp4

https://drive.google.com/file/d/19OURovzt1M36ZyLEVXmgEwn3OzpVHwc3/view
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mjWc68-RBDU

PARVEEN KUMARI
TGT
GGMSSS SEC 20 B, CHANDIGARH
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